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GERMS GET BUSY WHEN YOU BAKE FIRST
LESSON IN COLLEGE HOUSEKEEPING COURSE
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"What is dust?" To answer this

question, Martha Van Rensselaer,
head of the home economics depart-
ment of Cqrneli university, planted
"dust seed," raised by sweeping an
ordinary room, in a kind of beef
broth pelly. Here is their story as
told prepared for the Cornell reading

,vcourse.
-

BY MARTHA VAN RENSSELAER
(Head of Home Economics Depart-

ment Cornell University, New
York-- State College of.

Agriculture.)
Dust plants are micro-organis-

.There are large numbers of minute
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organisms so small that they cannot
be seen by the naked eye but require
the aid of a powerful microscope to
show their presence. Various names
have been given to these minute liv-
ing bodies, given as "germs", and
"microbes." '

Bacteria are carried on particles of
dust, in liquids, and on the surface of
fruits and vegetables as well as other
articles of food exposed in the mar-
ket. They may possibly find their
way into the house by means of
drains, and they are carried by in-
sects. NQrmally, they are found in
the air, in the soil, in water, in food,
in the mouth, and the digestive tract,
on the skin, under the nails, in the
hair, in the clothing.

The rapidity of reproduction de-

pends on warmth, moisture, and food
supply. Some species produce a new
generation every half hour; thus a
single bacterium, if its growth were
totally unchecked, might become in
12 hours an ancestor of 16,000,000
descendants.

Molds also are s.

A colony of mold organisms growing
on some substance forms a velvety
pile having a dark center. We often
see long threads budding and branch-
ing to form a network over food.
Each, head produces thousands of
dust-lik- e spores. Some molds grow-- '
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